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KITCHENER COMIC CON EVENTS
EVENTS

PANELS

HALLWAY of HEROS

THE CONESTOGA ROOM

(11:00) SUPER-PROP WORKSHOP

(11:00) REAL LIFE EXO SUIT

Come one, come all, to the super amazing prop creation workshop! Build your
very own mask or super gear using your own super imagination! Materials are
provided, we just need you!

Featuring: JAMES HOBSON

(12:00) KITCHENER COMIC CON DRAWING CONTEST

Science fiction? How about science fact! James Hobson’s Exo Suit might
not look like what you may have expected but it sure does work! James,
our own local tech scientist will be showing off his Exo Suit creation and
talking about the science behind it.

Attention! The forces of chaos are running amuck and we need your help to stop
them! Citizens under the age of 16 help us by drawing your own superhero!

(12:00) WRITING COMICS

(1:00) Media Scrum

Featuring: RICHARD COMELY,
ALFONSO ESPINOS, and SAM NOIR

Well something’s going on here… There’s a whole lot of reporters gathering out
in front of the stage. Who could be making an announcement? Must be
someone pretty important. Come on out to see who it is.

COUNCIL CHAMBERS

(12:00) COMMUNITY COMIC COSTUMING
Featuring: THAT SPIDER GUY,
LONDON BATMAN, and KW IRON MAN
Iron Man, Batman, and Spiderman all in the same room? What’s going on in
here? No worries the Community Comic Costumers know what they are doing.
They costume for good causes and of course fun, be sure to come on out and
find out why and how they do it!

(1:30) KITCHENER COMIC CON COSTUME CONTEST
This ain’t a masquerade, this is the KCC Costume Contest! No show and dance
here, just costumes and skill! [Brian]

(3:00) Viewing Room

Sponsored by: FAR OUT FLICKS
Stop on by the council chambers relax. Thanks to the good people a t FAR OUT
FLICKS we’ll be showing some far out content.

Comics are not all flashy art and dynamic panel layout, their intriguing
and unique stories are vital to the medium. Our experienced panel of
guests will discuss their understanding of creating plot and story for
comic books. Perhaps they may even reveal a few tips on how to make
your own comic dynamic.

(1:00) ‘GOOSE BUMPS’… THE PANEL

Featuring: BRADIE WHETHAM and MIKE VOLLANS
It’s a Goose Bumps mini reunion! Share in the memories with these two
actors as they remember their work on the television show. Some of
the staff are so excited for the event they have… well… Goosebumps!

(2:00) PUBLISHING

Featuring VINCE THOMPSON,
JASON ANARCHY AND ALFONSO ESPINOS
So you’ve created a thing and you’ve worked it to perfection… now
what? Should you self-publish? Or approach a publishing company? Or
maybe you don’t know what publishing is. This diverse panel will
explore the many options of publishing and the entire industry of
publishing.

(3:00) ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

Featuring: BRADIE WHETHAM, DELMERIO MORGADO,
MIKE VOLLANS, WARHEAD, and DARCY MCAWESOME

COSPLAY SHENANIGANS
(1:00) COSPLAY ICE SKATING MEETUP
Bring your ice skates, wear your costume, and have fun. Just a few rules though,
no props, nothing that drags on the ground, no huge costumes, avoid facepaint
if at all possible.

(4:00) COSPLAY CLASS PHOTO
Come take pictures of the cosplayers and vote for your favourite cosplay! At the
end of the contest the cosplay with the most votes will win a prize.

Do you know how it feels to be on TV or on Radio? Our panel of guests
sure do! They’ve been on TV shows, radio, and internet. Come listen to
their experiences and adventures in the entertainment industry.

(4:00) COMIC ART
Featuring: THAT JOKER GUY,
MIKE ROOTH, and TY TEMPLETON
The art of comic (and art in general) is weird and wonderful. There are
so many different styles and so many things to learn. Our Panel of
guests will share they style and practice in the artistic realm.

(5:00) PROP & ARMOUR MAKING

Featuring: BRIAN CONNOR,
SHELLE NICOLE DUBUBU, and SKY WESTMAN
Ever wonder how those awesome costumers make those awesome
props and armor? Expert props and armor craftsman Brian Connor will
show off his work and talk about techniques you might be able to use.

Please Note: Schedule is subject to change

